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Tanner writes Shelby a love letter of epic proportions, but by the time she reads it, he&apos;s

already gone.Shelby Dudek and Tanner Tally have been inseparable ever since freshman year after

she intervened with his face getting pummeled in. Fast forward four intense years--Shelby is leaving

for college. Without Tanner. Three days before she&apos;s set to move, he hands her an envelope

with explicit instructions: In no way shape or form is she to open the envelope until she is perfectly

settled in at school. She is not to even think of it until then.No one has seen Tanner since that

moment.In the letter Tanner wrote, sophomore year has begun. As Shelby continues to read out

loud, she wants to know why he kept so many things secret. During her reading, she finds out more,

and some events that took place in high school start to make more sense. And the story of Shelby

and Tanner&apos;s high school years draws in more listeners besides her roommate. They all need

to know what happens next.Part two of a four part NOVELLA series.
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I loved the last line about Shelby learning more about her friend and possibly herself. Being a friend



to someone so troubled would have been a challenge, especially knowing he liked her. She walked

such a tightrope, trying to give him validation but not romantic encouragement. Her wonderful family

is such a contrast to Tanner's.His suffering is palpable but he never completely gives up. If he'd had

better parents, it's hard too tell what he might have accomplished.The writing for his voice is so

strong--a guy who knows the girl he loves has seen him at his worst, but he still wants to be cool for

her.And I'm just like Shelby's audience-- eager for Junior year.

The second in the Now or Never series, this was often painful to read but well worth it. It hurts to

see how a person in need can be let down by so many people in the community and even in their

own families. But there's redemption in knowing that there's one person who will always be there for

him, and that's Shelby. I also love how we see Shelby's own journey of self-discovery through

Tanner's eyes and in hindsight.

Loving the continuation of this series! Lovers of young adult fiction, check this author out. You will

eat her books up!
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